
Chapter 1

Round I: 1898 - The First Naval Law

General Briefing for round I

The state of the nations

After a series of diplomatic encounters and small wars orchestrated by Bismarck, Germany

beat France in a decisive war in 1871, and exacted reparations; in that year, Germany became
a single, federal nation under a constitution written by Bismarck. There are three separate

branches of government. The Presidency is held by the German Emperor (a job reserved for
the King of Prussia). The Emperor has personal control of the armed forces. The Chancellor

has responsibility for foreign policy, and appoints ministers with the Emperor’s consent. The
Bundesrat represents the German princes. The Reichstag is elected. The Emperor can appoint
or dismiss a chancellor; the Reichstag must approve, but cannot initiate legislation, nor can it

appoint or dismiss ministers; the Emperor (with the approval of the Bundesrat) can dissolve
the Reichstag. The Reichstag approves the budget.

In 1890, Wilhelm II — a great believer in personal rule by the Emperor, described as “not

quite sane” by some observers and “like a balloon. If you do not hold fast to the string, you
never know where he will be off to” by Bismarck — dismissed Bismarck (who also believed in
personal rule, but by himself) as Chancellor and replaced him with a more malleable candidate.

By the time of our game, Germany is growing very fast (see the graphs, which encapsulate the
only figures I have). There are two popular visions of how Germany can grow further: either

it must expand overseas by establishing colonies, which will provide raw material for German
industry, or it must use its wealth to improve social conditions at home. Most politically influ-

ential Germans favour the former point of view, which is strongly advocated by the Emperor,
who believes that Germany must either become a world power or stagnate. Conservative Ger-

mans — who hold the vast majority of political power — also believe that expanding German
territory by establishing colonies will also solve social problems (by giving the dissatisfied and

the unemployed something to do, far away from Germany).

Britain controls a vast empire, using a powerful navy and a small and very experienced

professional army. The empire includes Canada, Australia, India (including what is now Pak-
istan), Ceylon (now Sri Lanka), South Africa, Egypt, much of east and west coasts of Africa,

and various groups of islands. Trade was a major factor in establishing this empire, but colonies
have been established for a variety of reasons. Colonies provide raw material and markets for
UK-based production; they absorb surplus labour; and the larger colonies maintain armies and
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Figure 1.1: The growth of Germany, and the threat represented to Britain, as described by
Strachan, The First World War, p12-13.



navies of their own, which are likely to be available to the UK in time of war. A further benefit

of the colonies is that they supply coaling stations and naval bases for the British navy (see
map 1.2), which exceeds any two existing navies in size.

The relationship between Britain and two Boer republics (Transvaal Republic and the Or-

ange Free State) has been a source of diplomatic tension between Britain and Germany for some
time. On the occasion of the Jameson raid — an ill-judged attempt in late 1895 by a rabble
of volunteers to overthrow the government of the Transvaal Republic by force, encouraged and

supported by the Prime Minister of the Cape Colony, Cecil Rhodes and perhaps by the Colo-
nial Secretary, Joseph Chamberlain — the Kaiser wished to support the Transvaal Republic

but could find no mechanism to do so. The Kaiser envisaged a land war with Britain in South
Africa, but was advised by the Admiralty it was unlikely that Britain would engage on those

terms. There is no prospect of Germany being able to land troops in or near the Boer republics
or the Cape Colony if the British navy opposes the project. Instead, the Kaiser sent a public

telegram to the President of the Transvaal Republic, Paul Kruger, which was widely criticized
in Britain and caused a diplomatic fuss between Germany and Britain.

The German navy minister, Admiral Tirpitz, believed that a sustained program of ship-

building was required. Ostensibly, his strategy was to produce a fleet-in-being, a force of neces-
sity smaller than the British navy, but sufficient that the British navy would face a reasonable
probability of unacceptable losses in an encounter. A fleet-in-being might make it too costly

for the British to challenge German expansion overseas. This policy would also strengthen the
shipyards — which would have orders for ships over a period of seven years — and provide jobs.

A canned naval history from 1793 to 1897

The ideal of the British Navy in 1897 was to be like the navy of the Napoleonic war, perhaps

accepting some changes in technology (a qualification not acceptable to all officers). In the
Napoleonic war, the navy occupied an essential, though essentially negative, role. Their role

was determined by this fact: the cheapest way to move large or heavy objects long distances
is, and has always been, by sea (until recently, this was also the fastest way). Once Napoleon

had been defeated, there was no major naval battle, but the activities of the British navy were
still conditioned by this fact. The British navy had three major functions:

Trade protection and destruction: Over the period the navy ensured that British trade

at sea could continue, and made trade at sea difficult and expensive for the enemy (as usual,
the French, but with occasional participation by the Dutch and the Spanish). A glance at
the map shows the significance of a navy for Britain, which stands between northern Europe

and the Atlantic and within easy reach of the Bay of Biscay. A British navy that controls the
Mediterranean can disrupt all seaborne trade for Europe. Over the period 1793-1815, France

destroyed a body of British shipping, resulting in a rise in Marine Insurance rates. This had
significant economic consequences as much of the British economy rested on seaborne trade.

The Admiralty responded by instituting a system of convoy, covered by acts of Parliament in
1793, 1798 and 1803, which resulted in large groups of merchant vessels being escorted by the

navy and reduced trading losses. Britain was able to prevent seaborne trade by Napoleonic
Europe, and to grow economically. An attempted boycott of goods that had passed through

Britain by Napoleonic Europe failed; the types of goods were too many, the goods were too
attractive, the customs too willing to take bribes and the coastline too long to make boycott
possible. Once the Napoleonic wars were over, British policy moved increasingly toward free



trade; the navy constructed charts, suppressed piracy, attempted to suppress the slave trade

and imposed a convenient trading regime on China.

Preventing movement of forces by sea: Over this period, the British navy was able

either to confine other navies to port by blockade (from 1803-1805, the British fleet was continu-
ously at sea outside the major ports of Europe, ready to offer battle to anything that attempted
to leave a port), to destroy fleets encountered out of port, or to attack ports themselves. The

major battles, all British victories, include “the Glorious First of June”, in 1794 (seven French
ships of the line destroyed), St. Vincent in 1797 (four enemy ships captured), Camperdown in

1797 (11 Dutch warships taken as prizes), the battle of the Nile in 1798 (Napoleon’s attempt
to take Egypt smashed, with only two of 13 French ships of the line escaping) and Trafalgar in

1805 (sinking or seizure of 18 ships of a combined French-Spanish fleet).

Taking and defending colonial possessions: Because the British navy could either

prevent other fleets taking to sea or punish those that did, it could take — or help the British
army to take — overseas colonial possessions of the French and Dutch empires. This it did.
Britain returned many after the peace of Amiens in 1802, and, when that treaty collapsed

the following year, recaptured them again and added more. By 1814 even Napoleon realised
that, if peace were to be concluded in Europe, the British were sufficiently strong to hold all

captured overseas colonies that they wished to. The list of captured territories includes the
Cape, Surinam, Minorca (of great strategic import and taken in 1800 — see the map of the

Mediterranean), Malta (ditto, 1800, ditto), Mauritius, Java, a host of possessions in the West
and East Indies and the Carribean; British hold on India was strengthened during this period.

By the end of the Napoleonic war, Britain held a huge trading empire enlarged at the expense of
France and Holland. Britain developed an established habit of sending naval forces to discourage

unwanted or support desirable activities; for example, shelling Algiers in 1816 (and again 1824)
to obtain a deal from the Dey suppressing Barbary corsairs; preventing European involvement

in Latin American revolutions in the 1820’s by strengthening the Atlantic fleet; smashing the
Turkish fleet in 1827 (at Navarino) and thereby contributing to Greek independence; protecting
Garibaldi’s crossing of the straits of Messina in 1860.

The limits of sea power

Battleships were the quickest and cheapest way to move around large guns. This meant that any

city or force reasonably close to the sea or a large river was vulnerable to whoever controlled the
sea, in effect the British for most of this period. However, ships can’t go on land. As a result,
the British could not have a major direct effect on the land war in Europe. The British army

was always small and professional (i.e. consisted of people whose job was soldiering, rather than
conscripts — “professional” in the sense of competent is a different matter entirely); it moved

by the navy to attack particular spots close to sea, but could not engage in a sustained land
war across Europe. During the Napoleonic wars, this constrained British strategy to economic

measures — destroy continental fleets and seaborne trade and take their colonies and use the
resulting growth in the economy, (banking and credit particularly) to subsidize allied powers

on the continent — and to taking such opportunities as offered themselves by land. These
constraints continued through the century; for example, there wasn’t much that the British

could do about the Prussian invasion of France in 1870, because there wasn’t much German
seaborne trade to attack. Similarly, the war in 1854 between Britain and France on one side and
Russia on the other was confined to the Crimea because the Crimea was on the sea — making



it about the only piece of Russia easily accessible to the allies and Sevastopol a threatening

naval base.
By the end of the 19’th century, Germany was the dominant land power in Europe. Ger-

many had no significant sea power by 1898. You should notice (map 4.1) that Germany faces
significant obstacles as a sea power. The German coast is a long way from the open sea, so
that a German fleet could get trapped against the coast of Denmark and destroyed, or might

be bottled in by a fleet that was strong enough to control the North sea. The Kiel canal eased
German access to the open sea.

Available naval weapons

Useful facts about armor and ordnance

Torpedoes, mines and submarineswere beginning to appear by the end of the 19’th century.

In 1864, two ships participating in the US civil war were sunk by spar torpedoes — essentially,
charges on a long stick in the bows of a small boat that rammed the target under the direction of

very brave sailors. It was recognised that quite small charges detonating underwater could sink
very large ships, but delivering and detonating these charges was difficult. By the mid 1860’s

Whitehead had invented a mechanism that would allow an autonomous submarine torpedo
(carrying a charge on its nose) to keep depth and direction for a short range. By the early

1870’s the British and French navies were acquiring this technology (Whitehead made good
money selling non-exclusive rights to all comers). It is hard to be certain of the range and speed

of the torpedoes available at this time. Fair — somewhat kind to Whitehead — working figures
are 1000 yards and 26 knots. Torpedoes were to be launched from a special type of boat — a
torpedo boat — very small, fast and lightly armored. By 1889, a new (and still experimental)

ship type, the torpedo boat destroyer, had appeared; this type was small, fast and armed with
torpedoes and quick firing guns and intended to destroy torpedo boats. The submarine provided

an alternative launching platform for torpedoes, with experimental submarines in the British
and French navies by 1887.

An alternative mechanism was the mine, a container of explosive moored underwater and
detonated when a ship is close. The difficulty was the detonation mechanism; in 1876 the Harz

horn detonator, a reliable contact detonator, was invented. Mines represent the only meaningful
anti-submarine weapon in 1898, though submarines are pretty dangerous to their crews still.

Gunnery: Generally, bigger guns are capable of being dangerous at longer ranges, but guns
must be aimed and fired accurately to have any significance. In this, most navies, including the
British, were deficient, and practice firing was conducted infrequently, on a glassy sea, and at a

range of 1000-1500 yards. Each gun was laid and fired independently, and firing generated huge
clouds of smoke (particularly around the guns and gunlayers). In 1898, most naval professionals

would expect fighting between capital ships to be conducted at very short ranges. A good rule
of thumb is that a shell can penetrate armour whose thickness is the same as the diameter of

the shell.
Submarine types: You may order submarines, at 2 million marks each. They take a year

to build, but are known to be somewhat unreliable and dangerous to their crews still. The
available type can make seven knots on the surface and five and a half submerged; they are

armed with three torpedo tubes. They can submerge to 100 feet. I have no figures for range on
the surface and submerged, but you should assume that these boats are capable only of coastal
operations. It is very clear that the technology is improving fast.
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Figure 1.2: Available battleships, at 20 million marks each (p. 110 of Janes Fighting ships

of world war I). The battleship is intended as a floating gun platform; it can be used to subdue
land forces near sea, or to attack other battleships. Battleships take 3 years to build.

German tasks for round I

Germany’s overall goal is to become a world power, capable of backing its diplomacy with
convincing threats of force under most circumstances.

You are to prepare a first naval law. You must choose how you will spend 58 million marks
a year, for seven years, to produce a naval force that can act as a fleet in being. You should do

this with a naval strategy in mind. You should keep in mind that the British navy has, in the
past, acted preemptively to destroy fleets that it felt to be a threat, so you should think about

what vessels are going to be ready when.

You have three big shipyards. At any time, each can be building one a total of 20 million

marks worth of ship (i.e. one battleship, one cruiser, 40 minelayers, etc.). Once building has
started on a ship, it must be completed. If you start three battleships, you can’t build anything
else until they are finished.
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Figure 1.3: Available cruisers, at 20 million marks each (p. 112 of Janes Fighting ships

of world war I). Cruisers are intended to fight with other cruisers, to scout, and to engage
in commerce raiding. A cruiser may carry as much armament as, or somewhat less than, a

battleship, but is much more lightly armored and consequently faster. Cruisers take 3 years to
build.

British tasks for round I

Germany plans to spend 58 million marks a year on its navy over the next seven years. The

details of what it plans to build are uncertain. Germany has three big shipyards. At any time,
each can be building one a total of 20 million marks worth of ship (i.e. one battleship, one

cruiser, 40 minelayers, etc.). Once building has started on a ship, it must be completed (i.e. if
they start three battleships, they can’t build anything else until they are finished).

In the Mediterranean, France is beginning to build torpedo boats as an explicit threat to

British battleships. You are to determine (a) the threats that Germany is likely to pose (b)
whether blockade is still a viable naval strategy in the Mediterranean and in the North sea,
using the table of available ships as a guide.
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Figure 1.4: Available torpedo-boats, at 1/2 million marks each (p. 121 of Janes Fighting ships

of world war I). Torpedo-boats initiate torpedo attacks. These boats take a six months to build.
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Figure 1.5: Available minelayers, minesweepers and torpedo-boats, at 1/2 million marks each
(p. 121, 122 of Janes Fighting ships of world war I). Torpedo-boats initiate torpedo attacks;
minelayers lay mines; minesweepers remove enemy mines. These boats take a six months to

build.
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Figure 1.6: Available torpedo-boat destroyers, at 1.5 million marks each (p. 119 of Janes
Fighting ships of world war I). Destroyers take a year to build.



Chapter 2

Round II: 1906

Historical developments

Tirpitz requested funds for 19 battleships, to be completed by 1905; one flagship, two reserve

ships and two squadrons of eight battleships. The Reichstag passed the first naval law after
some politicking by the German navy staff in 1898.

,

Figure 2.1: Available submarine types, at 1/2 million marks each (p. 124 of Janes Fighting
ships of world war I). Submarines take two years to build.
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In 1898, British sea power was again asserted to compel the French to come to a satisfactory

deal over the Fashoda crisis. A small contingent of French soldiers walked 3500 miles across
a significant fraction of Africa to claim a fort on the Nile, Fashoda, for France (the trip took

them two years; they arrived in 1898). Shortly after, Lord Kitchener arrived from Egypt with
a large force embarked on gunboats and barges. A primary goal of British policy in Africa at
the time was to establish a railway line from the Cape to Cairo; this goal required the control

of the Nile valley. Similarly, a primary goal of French policy was to evict the British from
Egypt. The British asserted that Fashoda — and all surrounding territory — had passed by

right to the Egyptian government, which they controlled; the French claimed that by possession
and by valor, Fashoda was theirs. Britain demanded France drop all claims, and prepared for

war. France was forced to back down, because the French force at Fashoda was very small
— British observers claimed the French knew that their expedition was being rescued by the

British expedition — and the British navy could deny the seas to France. By doing so, Britain
could then take French colonies at its convenience, and perhaps land armies on French soil.

In 1902, Britain concluded a three year long imperial war with the Transvaal Republic and

the Orange Free State (the Boer war), which was provoked by the government of the Cape
colony, started with a series of embarrassing British defeats and culminated in an unsatisfying

victory, obtained by brutal methods which are controversial in Britain. European public opinion
was generally opposed to this war, Germany’s particularly so, but nothing could be done because
the British fleet secured routes to South Africa. British cruisers stopped and searched three

German mail steamers in 1900, leading to widespread anger in Germany and the passage of the
second navy law, increasing the future German battle fleet from nineteen battleships to thirty

eight (two flagships, four squadrons of eight ships and four ships in reserve). The building
program would start in 1901 and end in 1917.

The first navy law lead Britain to see Germany as an increasing threat at sea. By 1902, the

British were seriously concerned, seing the design of the German battleships as fitting them for
the North Sea and nothing else; the British government started ordering more battleships, too.

Britain started exploring a reduction in naval committments away from home waters. A treaty
between Britain and Japan was signed in 1902, allowing some ships from the *** fleet to be

brought home; in 1904, an entente (masquerading as a treaty on various colonial matters) was
reached with France, allowing the Mediterranean fleet to be reduced.

The extraordinary John Fisher became First Sea Lord, and appointed a design committee

to confirm his beliefs about an appropriate battleship; the design was for a fast ship, with all
12in guns (see figure 2.2) — the Dreadnought. The design was built, and launched in 1906, to

a huge controversy. From Fisher’s perspective, two major attractions of this new weapon were

• All 12 in gunsmeant that shells could do huge damage at very great range. Furthermore,
estimates of range could be adjusted by observing the fall of shot (this doesn’t work if

the guns are of different calibre). Finally, if centralised firing was used, each salvo would
be very destructive.

• The Kiel canal was too narrow to take a ship of this size, meaning that it would have
to be widened — at the cost of about 12 such ships — for the Germans to use a fleet of

Dreadnought type ships

A main point of the controversy was that Dreadnought made all other British capital ships
obsolete, and so should not have been built. I neither understand the objection nor follow



the conclusion. An argument that wasn’t made much at the time, but is the cornerstone of

an ongoing historical discussion, is that the battleship was obsolete and there was no point in
developing the weapon type.

,

Figure 2.2: The Dreadnought, which costs a million pounds (you can assume that German
dreadnoughts will cost about 20 million marks). The Dreadnought was built by British shipyards

within a year, and commissioned within 18 months, to general astonishment. German shipyards
cannot do this, and you should assume that a Dreadnought will take three years to build

New weapons available

Gunnery was improved; in 1900, the C-in-C Mediterranean fleet (Fisher again) had introduced
long range gunnery practice, achieving “very satisfactory” results at ranges from 5600 to 7000

yards (this was something of an eccentricity, and practice varied from station to station with
prize firings going on at 1500 yards). By 1904, a committee appointed to look into long range

firing recommended that well controlled fire could be effective at an opening range of 8000
yards.

All this was theoretical; but a naval war between Russia and Japan in 1904 pointed towards
practical implications. After the committee’s report had been prepared, news arrived of the
shelling by Japan of Port Arthur, where “several shells fell in Port Arthur itself at spots not



much less than 12000 yards from the guns which discharged them”. By October came a report

on an action in August, claiming that

Firing begins to look possible at 20, 000 metres, reasonable at 14, 000 metres; close
range may be counted at setting in at about 10, 000 meters, and at 5, 000 metres

ships might as well be alongside each other.

Furthermore, a shell fired from 18,000 metres away fell short by 218 yards — and these shells

were big; a 12 inch shell nearly disabled the Japanese flagship at 13000 yards and two such
shells forced a Russian ship to sheer out of the line.

Mines and torpedoes: The Russo-Japanese war had implications for the mine and the
torpedo as weapons, too. A surprise torpedo attack against anchored ships in perfect conditions

produced some, easily repaired, damage. A second attack in a snowstorm failed completely.
Very few torpedoes fired at moving ships struck (Miller gives 2%). However, the range and

speed of torpedoes had increased by 1906; it was possible to run a torpedo at 33.5 knots for
2000 yards and some payoff between speed and range was possible (i.e. longer range, but

slower). Mines were proven to be dangerous, but indiscriminate. A Russian flagship ran into a
mine and sank within two minutes (some thought this might have been a Russian mine).

Ship types have changed, too. The type that had developed the most was the submarine,
with many variants being built and developed between 1897 and 1906 and a considerable drop
in price. U2 — from figure 2.1 — is now available. The other available type is the Dreadnought,

summarised in figure 2.2.

German tasks for round II

Germany’s overall goal remains to become a world power, capable of backing its diplomacy
with convincing threats of force under most circumstances.

You are to determine how Germany should react to the building of Dreadnought. Some
20% of the funds allocated by the second naval law have been spent, but you can expect the

Reichstag to be willing to allocate more money for a sensible plan for a German fleet.
If you wish to build Dreadnoughts, you will have to widen the Kiel canal, at the cost of

12 ships. Your shipbuilding capacity has increased slightly — you can build four battleships
simultaneously. The likelihood of the Reichstag allocating money for your new plans depends on
how well you make a case covering (a) the need for and (b) the strategic value of the envisaged

fleet.

British tasks for round II

Germany’s overall goal remains to become a world power, capable of backing its diplomacy
with convincing threats of force under most circumstances. Germany’s diplomacy through

the recent Morocco crisis was thuggish, and the second naval law is directly aimed at British
naval superiority. The British policy toward Germany is now one of containment, and requires

that, if necessary, Germany can be denied ship-borne trade (which will eventually starve its
population).

You are to determine what future shipbuilding will allow Britain to retain control of the
North Sea. In particular, should Britain build more Dreadnoughts, and why? or should Britain
develop some other naval strategy.



Chapter 3

Round III: 1914

Historical developments

Britain built more Dreadnoughts, and a lively naval arms race developed; Germany widened

the Kiel canal, and built Dreadnoughts too. A new ship type, the battle-cruiser (which carried
the same armament as a Dreadnought, much less armour, and was faster) was developed by

the British; the value of this type remains controversial. By 1909, the torpedo could make 7000
yards at 31 knots.

Germany had a naval staff — a group of officers whose main duties are planning — but the
British naval establishment resisted having a naval staff until shortly before the war. British

naval training emphasized immediate and exact obedience of direct orders, as opposed to ini-
tiative or even professional competence. Officers who attempted to exercise a capacity for

independent thought or action before they reached flag rank were discouraged (and were un-
likely to make admiral). War plans were the personal responsibility of admirals in charge of

specific fleets, and tended to be kept in the head of the admiral concerned.

Some — but not all — of this was a holdover from times when naval forces were considerably

easier to command. Wooden sailing ships firing relatively short range guns do not need complex
war plans. However, at the start of the 19’th century, communication between the Admiralty

and the commander on the spot (and between that commander and his forces) was sufficiently
difficult that initiative was quite often valued. By the end of the 19’th century, the Admiralty

could meddle and quite often did. While war became more complicated and the Admiralty’s
workload grew, the workload was still handled with 18’th century methods. By the start of the
war a naval staff had been forced on the Admiralty, but it was small, relatively poorly trained

and completely inexperienced. We shall see several consequences of this phenomenon: the first
is that the British had no particular idea of what to do with the Navy when the war started.

Figure 3.1 shows the forces available to Britain and to Germany in 1914 (from Halpern).

German tasks for round III

What should be the naval strategy of the war that has just been declared? how should we
implement this strategy? (a) with the disposition of force chosen in rounds I and I
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Figure 3.1: On the left, a table showing the total ships available to Britain and Germany in

1914. On the right, a realistic estimate of the number of ships that the fleet in each side could
actually use. From Halpern, A Naval History of World War I, p.8 and p.9. The table omits the

submarine forces available to each nation. Halpern gives Germany *** submarines and Britain
**** submarines.

British tasks for round III

What should be the naval strategy of the war that has just been declared? how should we

implement this strategy? (a) with the disposition of force chosen in rounds I and II (b) with
the actual disposition of force.



Chapter 4

Round IV: The battle of Jutland

Historical background

Britain adopted a strategy of blockade against Germany. It was not practical to engage in close
blockade (you should have already figured out why), and so the main form of the blockade was

to prevent shipborne commerce in and out of Germany. An important part of this blockade was
to prevent German traffic in and out of the North Sea. The main British strategic necessity

in the North Sea was to avoid a major naval defeat — German forces in the region being
significantly weaker — and to avoid excessive attrition. A naval victory would be pleasing, but
was not worth risk.

German forces adopted a strategy of hit-and-run within the North Sea, shelling coastal towns

and attacking British commerce. The hope was that Britain would respond with relatively light
forces, which could be destroyed; sufficient attrition would mean that Britain would be unable
to engage German forces with its reduced fleet. There were a variety of small engagements.

The main battle fleet was a long way from the action, at Scapa Flow, as a result of a panic
about submarines and mines and the absence of properly defended naval bases at the start of

the war (another effect of the absence of a British naval staff). This meant that there was little
hope of the Grand Fleet (the British) catching the High Seas Fleet (the Germans) at sea and

forcing an action, without significant forewarning that it was at sea.

See the attached notes for a description of the result. I have provided some maps.

German tasks for round IV

What should be learned from the Battle of Jutland? What should Germany’s future naval
strategy be? Are there technologies that need developing? Should we refine our training, or

our tactics? You need not limit yourself to information available to protagonists.

British tasks for round IV

What should be learned from the Battle of Jutland? What should Britain’s future naval strategy
be? Are there technologies that need developing? Should we refine our training, or our tactics?
You need not limit yourself to information available to protagonists.
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Historical sources and notes

I’ve tried to be accurate about prices and capacity of equipment described in this handout,
but some figures — mainly for the cost of equipment and how long it takes to produce — are

guesses.
I recommend several excellent sources, from which I have worked in preparing these notes.

• A Naval History of World War I, Paul Halpern, The Naval Institute Press, 1994.

• The First World War, John Keegan, Knopf, 1999.

• The First World War, Volume I: To Arms, Hew Strachan, Oxford University Press, 2002.

• Naval Battles of the First World War, Geoffrey Bennett, Penguin, copyright 1968, repub-
lished 2001.

• Dreadnought, Robert K. Massie, Ballantine reprint, 1992

• Janes’ Fighting Ships of World War I,

Conway’s All the World’s Fighting Ships, 1906-1921, is supposed to be good but hard to

find: I haven’t seen it.



Figure 4.1: The North Sea, from Halpern, A Naval History of World War I



Figure 4.2: The Mediterranean, from Halpern, A Naval History of World War I



Figure 4.3: The battle-cruiser action at Jutland, from Naval Battles of the First World War,
Geoffrey Bennett



Figure 4.4: The first battle-fleet action at Jutland, from Naval Battles of the First World War,

Geoffrey Bennett



Figure 4.5: The second battle-fleet action at Jutland, from Naval Battles of the First World

War, Geoffrey Bennett



Figure 4.6: The night actions at Jutland, from Naval Battles of the First World War, Geoffrey
Bennett






















